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History at Grove Road

Introduction

This document outlines Grove Road’s approach to teaching History through thematic
learning underpinned by the National Curriculum expectations. It will outline the key
concepts and themes we teach here at Grove Road and how we ensure that the
pupils develop in their understanding of the world around them.

Purpose of Study: A high-quality history education will help pupils gain a coherent
knowledge and understanding of Britain’s past and that of the wider world. It should
inspire pupils’ curiosity to know more about the past. Teaching should equip pupils to
ask perceptive questions, think critically, weigh evidence, sift arguments, and
develop perspective and judgement. History helps pupils to understand the
complexity of people’s lives, the process of change, the diversity of societies and
relationships between different groups, as well as their own identity and the
challenges of their time.(National Curriculum 2014)

Intent Statement

Our History Curriculum aims to inspire our
pupils’ curiosity to understand more about
the past and how this has influenced our
lives today. Pupils will have a broad and
diverse understanding of chronology,
significant events and figures who have
contributed to national and international
achievements. Our history curriculum
allows pupils to understand the complexity
of people's lives and the process of change, as well as their own identity and the
challenges of their time. We want pupils to be able to question events from the past
and to consider how this has impacted us in the present day. By giving pupils a
broad, balanced and differentiated curriculum this will ensure the progressive
development of historical concepts, knowledge and skills. Furthermore, we aim to
inspire in pupils a curiosity and fascination about history that will remain with them
for the rest of their lives.

History teaching at Grove Road has a wide application to everyday life, teaching the
children to enjoy learning about the past and to have a better understanding of the
society in which they live.

We use the National Curriculum to structure our learning and topics. We have
chosen to base the learning of British History on a chronological basis, particularly in
KS2. This is to improve the children’s understanding of the chronology of events
throughout British History and the way life in Britain has changed over time. We
recognise the importance of the children at Grove developing a strong chronological
understanding of British History so that they can recognise the change overtime and
reflect on how we have learned from the past to get to life in the modern day.

Skills within these topics fall within the main headings of the History curriculum;
Knowledge / Understanding of British History, Knowledge / Understanding of Wider
World History and Local History. Vocabulary, Chronology, Questioning and
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Connections. These skills are embedded and revisited throughout every History
topic. The skills and knowledge for each key stage have been mapped out to ensure
progression across the key stages. The progression of knowledge and skills has
been given careful consideration so that it is gradual, revisited and matched to
expectations for children's age and level of development.

Implementation

Grove Road history provision develops an enjoyment of history and an enthusiastic
engagement in learning across the year groups. Our curriculum encourages children
to explore topics and themes through methods such as thoughtful discussion,
questioning and analysis as well as through creative avenues.

A high-quality history education will help pupils gain a coherent knowledge
and understanding of Britain's past and that of the wider world.  (DfE 2014)

Overview of Early Years Coverage:

Provision in EYFS

Children are given a secure grounding in the Prime Areas of learning, ensuring they
have a good foundation on which to build through the specific areas, including
Understanding the World (The World).
Understanding of the World is about how children get to know about the past, other
people, the place where they live and about aspects of the environment. In the
Revised Early Years Foundation Stage (from September 2021), Understanding the
World is broken down into three aspects:

● Past and Present
● People, Culture and Community
● The Natural World

EYFS staff prioritise responding to children's interests and planning lessons to
engage them on these topics whilst ensuring they learn and develop appropriate
skills in these areas. History mini topics have included: learning about dinosaurs and
when they lived, space travel and who was first to get to the moon, growing and how
old trees can be and how things can change in this time as well as comparing
aspects of the seaside past and present.

The staff are really driven by the inquisitive minds of the children and their
questioning at this young age and aim to build on their existing knowledge. Pupils
learn a whole range of highly transferable skills values and attributes (including:
problem-solving, observation, collaboration, open-mindedness, courage, resilience,
curiosity, integrity, and a sense of what is fair and equitable) that combine to allow
them to explore and interpret the world around them.
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Overview of Key Stage 1, Lower Key Stage 2 and Upper Key Stage 2
Coverage:

Thematic approach

At Grove Road, we deliver our History Curriculum
through a thematic approach, using termly or half
termly topics to inspire the children’s curiosity.
Children are able to build upon skills taught in the
previous year and apply these in new learning.
Lessons are linked to the termly topic and
historical skills are embedded within these
lessons.
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Here is an overview of the themes taught from Year 1- Year 6 and where the Historical skills are covered.

Key Stage One

Knowledge /
Understanding of British

History

Knowledge /
Understanding of Wider

World History

Local History Vocabulary
Chronology
Questioning
Connections

KS1 Changes within living
memory - used, where
appropriate, to reveal

changes in national life

Events from beyond living
memory that are significant

nationally or globally
Lives of significant

individuals in the past who
have contributed to national

and international
achievements.

Some should be used to
compare aspects of life in

different periods

Significant
historical

events, people
and places in

their own
locality

● Be aware of the past, using common
words & phrases relating to time

● Fit people/events into chronological
framework

● Identify similarities / differences
between periods

● Use wide vocabulary of everyday
historical terms

● Ask and answer questions  - Choose
and use from stories and other
sources to show understanding

● Understand some ways we find out
about the past

● Identify different ways in which past
is represented

Year 1 Toys
Toys Past and Present

Pirates and Seaside
Famous Pirates

Year 2 London Life
The Great Fire of London

Turrets and
Tiaras

British Castles
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Lower Key Stage Two

Knowledge / Understanding of
British History

Knowledge / Understanding of
Wider World History

Local History Vocabulary
Chronology
Questioning
Connections

LKS2 Changes in Britain from the
Stone Age to the Iron Age

The Roman Empire and its
impact on Britain

Britain’s settlement by
AngloSaxons and Scots

Viking and Anglo-Saxon
struggle for the kingdom of

England to the time of Edward
the Confessor

An aspect or theme of British
history that extends pupils’
chronological knowledge

beyond 1066

The achievements of the
earliest civilizations; depth

study of one of:
Sumer  OR  Indus Valley OR
Egypt OR  Shang Dynasty

Ancient Greece – life,
achievements, influence

Non-European society that
contrasts with British history.

One of:  early Islamic
civilizations inc study of
Baghdad c 900AD OR

Mayan civilization c. 900 AD
OR

Benin (west Africa) c.
900-1300

A Local Study ● Continue to develop chronologically
secure knowledge of history

● Establish clear narratives within
and across periods studied

● Note connections, contrasts and
trends over time

● Develop the appropriate use of
historical terms

● Regularly address and sometimes
devise historically valid questions

● Understand how knowledge of the
past is constructed from a range of
sources

● Construct informed responses by
selecting and organising relevant
historical information

● Understand that different versions
of the past may exist, giving some
reasons for this (Not explicitly
stated but is natural progression
between KS1 and KS3)Year Three Stone Age to

Iron Age
Ancient Egypt

Year Four Romans
Vikings

Anglo Saxons
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Upper Key Stage Two - Year Five

Knowledge /
Understanding of

British History

Knowledge /
Understanding of Wider

World History

Local History Vocabulary
Chronology
Questioning
Connections

UKS2 Changes in Britain from
the Stone Age to the

Iron Age
The Roman Empire and

its impact on Britain
Britain’s settlement by

AngloSaxons and Scots
Viking and Anglo-Saxon
struggle for the kingdom
of England to the time of
Edward the Confessor
An aspect or theme of

British history that
extends pupils’

chronological knowledge
beyond 1066

The achievements of the
earliest civilizations;

depth study of one of:
Sumer  OR  Indus Valley
OR  Egypt OR  Shang

Dynasty

A Local Study ● Continue to develop
chronologically
secure knowledge of
history

● Establish clear
narratives within and
across periods
studied

● Note connections,
contrasts and trends
over time

● Develop the
appropriate use of
historical terms

● Regularly address
and sometimes
devise historically
valid questions

● Understand how
knowledge of the
past is constructed
from a range of
sources

● Construct informed
responses by
selecting and
organising relevant
historical information

● Understand that
different versions of
the past may exist,
giving some reasons
for this (Not explicitly
stated but is natural
progression between
KS1 and KS3)

Year
Five

Benin
What was the Kingdom of

Benin, how it was first
established and what did

the people of Benin believe.
Why did the first dynasty of

Ogiso come to an end in
AD1180?

What were the rulers of
Benin Kingdom like?

What happened to Benin
Kingdom after AD900-1300

and what was left after it
was destroyed.

Reflecting on what we have
learnt about this period of

history.

Ancient Greece
Exploring where

Ancient Greece appears
chronologically on a
historical timeline.

Exploring the culture,
regions, social, economic

and political traits of
Athens and Sparta.
Describing the key
features of warfare,

battle including armour
and weapons.

Why Greek Gods were
so important to the

ancient Greeks
What was life like in

Ancient Greece: Leisure,
School, Homes, Food,

Clothes

Transport
through

time-Canals in
Tring

Forms of
transport around
in ancient Britain
and the evolution
of this throughout

the centuries.
Investigating the

evolution of roads
from the Romans

to present day.
Comparing and
contrasting the
differences and

similarities.

How goods were
transported via

canals and rivers,
identifying the

pros and cons for
each.

Looking at the
Grand Union

Canal located in
Tring and benefits

it has had over
the years.
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Upper Key Stage Two - Year Six

Knowledge /
Understanding of

British History

Knowledge /
Understanding of Wider

World History

Local History Vocabulary
Chronology
Questioning
Connections

UKS2 Changes in Britain from
the Stone Age to the

Iron Age
The Roman Empire and

its impact on Britain
Britain’s settlement by

AngloSaxons and Scots
Viking and Anglo-Saxon
struggle for the kingdom
of England to the time of
Edward the Confessor
An aspect or theme of

British history that
extends pupils’

chronological knowledge
beyond 1066

The achievements of the
earliest civilizations;

depth study of one of:
Sumer  OR  Indus Valley
OR  Egypt OR  Shang

Dynasty

A Local Study ● Continue to develop
chronologically
secure knowledge of
history

● Establish clear
narratives within and
across periods
studied

● Note connections,
contrasts and trends
over time

● Develop the
appropriate use of
historical terms

● Regularly address
and sometimes
devise historically
valid questions

● Understand how
knowledge of the
past is constructed
from a range of
sources

● Construct informed
responses by
selecting and
organising relevant
historical information

● Understand that
different versions of
the past may exist,
giving some reasons
for this (Not explicitly
stated but is natural
progression between
KS1 and KS3)

Year
Six

World War I
World War II

Causes of WW1 - Why
and how WW1 started.

Life in the trenches - what
it was like for soldiers.

Identifying key features of
the Battle of the Somme.

Life in Britain
Propaganda

Rationing  - What was it
needed and the impact it

had on the country.
End of WW1 - How and

why it ended.
How WW2 started

Dunkirk / Battle of Britain
The

Blitz/Evacuation/D-Day
Roles of Women
The Holocaust

Monarchy V Democracy
Civil Rights

Significant British
Monarchs: William the

Conqueror, King Henry VII

Identifying the
descrimination against

black people in America.
Leaders of the Civil Rights

Movement and the different
types of protests

demonstrated by the
movement including Rosa

Parks, Ruby Bridges, Martin
Luther King, Jr.
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Challenge Ladder:

At Grove Road, we use Challenge Ladders in our History lessons to structure our
learning and thinking and to rehearse and develop key skills.
The Challenge Ladder embodies the key skills children need to develop in History. It
allows children’s learning to be transferable, successful, in depth and contributes
towards the spiral curriculum.

The Challenge Ladder consists of steps for the children to follow in order to achieve
the skills they are working towards within a lesson. A Challenge Ladder will include
some/all of the steps below:

❖ Assess: Form an opinion on something, evaluate.
❖ Explain: Describe in more detail.
❖ Compare: Similarity or difference between places.
❖ Demonstrate: Draw or display your understanding.
❖ Identify: Locate or find somewhere/something.
❖ State: Present it clearly in writing

The children will climb these steps throughout one lesson or a unit or sequence of
lessons. Some children will work through these steps independently, whereas others
will use these

Knowledge Organisers:

In September 2021, we will be introducing Knowledge Organisers as a tool to aid
and support our History teaching. The use of these organisers help to ensure that
the children are clear about the key skills they will be learning in each topic and they
can refer back to the Knowledge Organiser during lessons for key vocabulary etc. At
Grove Road we recognise the importance of pupils building upon existing skills and
making links with previous learning and the Knowledge Organisers will support them
in achieving this. Here is an example of the type of knowledge organiser we will use.
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Turrets and Tiaras, Year 2.
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Learning Environment:

Displays around the school reflect coverage of the curriculum and examples of
pupils’ work. Teachers are encouraged to display key vocabulary and use working
walls to show current ideas and investigation. This creates an inspiring learning
environment for the children which enables them to immerse themselves in a
particular topic or theme.

British Values and PSHE Links:

At Grove Road, we understand that history can make a significant contribution
towards citizenship.
History is well placed to enhance pupils’ sense of social responsibility. The
history curriculum at Key Stage 2 says that pupils should be taught about ‘the
social, cultural, religious and ethnic diversity of the societies studied in Britain
and the wider world’... As a result, pupils should be able to ‘reach an informed
understanding of, and respect for, their own and each other’s identities’. These
are vital components of an education for young people today. History provides
the essential context for contemporary issues and, as a result, this makes the
subject relevant for all pupils. OFSTED 2011.

Key concepts which relate to the teaching of British Values in History lessons are:
● Explore issues such as democracy in their historical context and relate them to

the modern day through studying periods such as Ancient Greece and civil
rights. This enables the students to understand how, overtime, changes
happened and to evaluate their impact.

● By looking at the achievements of famous British people (KS1), students
develop an awareness of how they have influenced and shaped the country in
which we live. This includes an appreciation of their work.

● Teaching students to respect and value diversity is encouraged in the day to day
teaching and learning through showing respect for different viewpoints and
ideas as well as in the ability to work effectively together both individually and in
groups
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Enrichment:

Outdoor learning opportunities are provided with historical links where possible to
allow pupils to explore the past. At Grove Road, we value outdoor learning as a tool
for pupils to explore their local environment, whilst creating memorable experiences.
Where possible, educational visits/visitors with links to History will be made to
develop their knowledge and understanding of their topics. Our aim with educational
visits/visitors is that class teachers ensure that their visits are up to date and high
quality at the time of their provision, whilst ensuring they are appropriate for the
needs of their pupils. However, some examples of regular visits within the local and
wider community that are regularly used are:

Local Community Wider community

● Remembrance day in Tring
● RAF Halton WWI trenches
● Grand union canal
● Ivinghoe Beacon Hillfort

● Chiltern Open air museum: Ancient
Britain

● RAF Hendon air museum: WWI
and WWII

● Windsor Castle

One resource that we take advantage of to help children immerse themselves in
History is Off the Page. They visit year groups throughout the school, to provide
expert knowledge of a range of periods in history.

Off the Page uses a blend of practical handcrafts, drama and role-play to inspire
children about history. Our cross-curricular primary school workshops complement
the National Curriculum. Although they vary in structure and subject matter, all of
them offer important key elements:

● A full day of immersion in the subject, led by a qualified teacher
● Making sessions that allow children to try their hands at historical crafts
● Strong emphasis on learning outcomes

Children live the topic through role-play and imagination. Our teacher brings all the
materials necessary to transform your school hall into a historical setting. (Off the
Page, 2021)

,
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Links With The Wider Curriculum:

The thematic nature of our curriculum means that our topics allow for cross curricular
links between many subjects. Pupils are able to apply their knowledge from one area
to another and make connections in their learning. Many of our themes allow for both
History and Geography learning under one ‘umbrella’, however we ensure that skills
for each subject are well taught and developed.

Vocabulary and Resources:

Teachers promote the use of rich historical vocabulary through modelling to enhance
pupils' knowledge and understanding of the curriculum. Key Vocabulary will be
provided through children on the knowledge organiser so children can use and apply
this vocabulary throughout their learning.

Children have access to a range of resources to support their learning and
acquisition of knowledge in their lessons. Subject leaders undertake audits of history
resources to ensure that staff are able to inspire and engage pupils in history lessons
with high quality and appropriate resources. Where possible, primary and secondary
sources are used to inspire and motivate learners.
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Intended Impact

At the end of each year, pupils will have gained a deepening understanding of British
History (including Local Study where relevant) and the History of the Wider World as
well as the overarching skills of chronology, historical vocabulary and the ways in
which the past can be communicated. Their conceptual understanding develops to
make links between themes. Pupils are curious which allows them to debate upon
and reflect on their own lines of enquiry and interest areas.

During the children’s learning journey at Grove Road, our intended impact of the
History Curriculum is to ensure that children have/can:

● Pupil Voice - Through discussions and feedback, pupils talk enthusiastically
about their History lessons and show a genuine curiosity and interest in the
areas they have explored

● Evidence in Knowledge - Pupils can make links between different themes and
recognise similarities and differences. They know about key events and people
as they build an overview of the world.

● Evidence in Skills - Pupils use acquired vocabulary to interpret and convey
their understanding of the past. They can analyse and interpret information in
order to question and reflect on the legacies.

● Breadth and Depth - Teachers plan opportunities (including cross-curricular) for
pupils to study across concepts to deepen their understanding in aspects of
particular historical value. Pupils have the confidence and are inspired to further
their knowledge
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